betterair has been the pioneer and market leader in the emerging arena of indoors bio-control
method using the patented Environmental Probiotics (Enviro-Biotics®) solution.
Our illnesses are a resulted by contaminated indoor spaces where we spend more than 90% of our
time and where indoors space is found to be way more polluted and dangerous than the outdoors.
Enviro-Biotics® harnesses the benefits of probiotics (beneficial bacteria) to restore the ecological
balance of our indoor spaces in a safe manner for people and environments, creating a healthy and
safe indoors free of pathogens – bacteria and mold, viruses, allergens, other various contaminants,
and disease agents.
Enviro-Biotics® is the only effective and long-lasting way to reduce illnesses and to alleviate
breathing disorders and allergic reactions.
Enviro-Biotics® is 100% safe, allowing to continuously disperse active microorganisms in our indoors
with no harm to people and their environments. The products undergone every safety challenges
over many years, and proved 100% safe with all aspect of safety including tests of toxicity with
inhalation, touch of skins and eyes, swallowing, general sensitivities and more. No adverse effect
has been registered during many years of exposure by tens of thousands of people
Enviro-Biotics® is the only effective and long-lasting way to reduce ARB (Antibiotic Resistance
Bacteria), that responsible to millions of injuries a death in hospital, nursing homes and elsewhere.
A growing number of bacterial diseases are becoming resistant to the antibiotics currently in use. If
nothing is done, millions more could die as ARB may exceed cancer as a leading cause of death.
betterair offers a comprehensive and all-inclusive purification systems which ensure cleanliness of
surfaces and objects (unlike air purifiers that do no treat surfaces and objects, but only air therefore, not effectively addressing the real danger of the indoor),
Recent studies show that the Covid-19 can sustain on surfaces for weeks.
Our versatile line of products caters a wide range our private, work spaces, where currently being
applied across industries such as Health Care, Transportation, Hospitality, Schools, Shopping
centers and other markets.
The results are that betterair protects you wherever you are and ensures reduction of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transmission of infectious diseases including Covid-19
Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria
Allergic reactions & irritation, fatigue and coughing
Allergens caused by dust mites and pets’ danger
Asthma attacks
Bad odors

Learn how betterair should transform your indoors into a healthier, safer and more pleasant space
www.better-air.com

